
 

 

 

 
                                             October 7, 2014 

Media Release  
 
                                       Bobcaygeon becomes Dementia Friendly! 
 
Individuals living with dementia in the community of Bobcaygeon are being supported to 
remain actively engaged with their community in this project coordinated by the local Alzheimer 
Society. 
 
The “Living Well With Dementia” project is being piloted in Bobcaygeon, with a goal to help 
those living with dementia to continue to live an active and healthy life in the community.  “Our 
goal has been to change the face of dementia by encouraging the businesses and services to 
support the unique needs of those living with dementia” states David Webster, Executive 
Director.  
 
The project was initiated by the Client Advisory Committee of the local Alzheimer Society, a 
standing committee of the organization that includes persons with dementia on its 
membership.  “I am so pleased that we have taken on this project” states Susan, a member of 
this committee and a person living with dementia. “I feel strongly that everyone should be able 
to remain active for as long as possible, and am pleased that I can participate in this project.” 
 
Individuals with dementia are provided with an umbrella pin that they can choose to wear as an 
identifier in the community. “Our committee chose the blue umbrella as the symbol for the 
program.” shares Pat Finkle, project coordinator. “It is a combination of several reasons that 
make this symbol appropriate”.  
 
The umbrella has been used within the Alzheimer movement to depict the idea that there are 
several forms of dementia, including Alzheimer’s disease that can be grouped together under 
one umbrella to refer to symptoms related to loss of memory, understanding and judgment.   
 
“We have also considered that this pin is our version of a white cane” states Paul, one of the 
volunteers and a person living with dementia. “In some ways, this also represents the 
protection that comes from using an umbrella in the rain, in that we know that we can get 
assistance when we need it”. 
 
The Alzheimer Society staff and volunteers have been active in educating the public about 
dementia and the unique needs of someone with memory loss as they move throughout the 
community.  The Alzheimer Society has provided education to members of the public along 
with fifty businesses and services, with another 15 planning to attend.  “I have knocked on 
many business doors, and have been involved in the education sessions, and am so 
impressed by how many owners are open to the idea of making changes to how they operate 
their businesses” states Dyan, a volunteer with the committee and an individual living with 
dementia. “Many are surprised that I have dementia at my age, and that I am out in the 
community getting involved. I can see how their perceptions about dementia are changing”. 
 
 



 

 

 

 
Business leaders have been very receptive to the program, thinking more than just customer 
service at the cash register, but also considering changes to the design of their space to 
remove barriers. Already there are comments coming from several of those wearing pins that 
they are being recognized and are being offered the additional help and patience they need.  
The conversations are taking place between customers and businesses to discuss individual 
needs to support a person’s independence. 
 
The Alzheimer Society hopes that, following this successful pilot project, they will be able to 
obtain the resources to expand the “Living Well With Dementia” initiative to other communities, 
and to other forms of businesses, retailers and community centers. “While there is always 
some tweaking to do when putting an idea into action, the results so far are very positive and 
support the value of expansion” states Webster. 
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                                      Living Well With Dementia:  Participant Quotes 
 
 
1. This is just good old fashioned customer service (Education Attendee) 
 
2. “We have had customers in with the pin. This program is needed and is going to be huge.  
We are so excited!” (Tracey Pelow, Village Gate Pharmacy) 
 
3. I recently attended the session on making Bobcaygeon a Dementia friendly Community 
offered by the Alzheimer Society and it was thought-provoking. During the session I went from 
questioning “do I have dementia” to “does my husband have dementia” to realizing there are 
real barriers for people with dementia in being a consumer. The advice and experiences 
related by the presenters left a profound impression on my attitude towards addressing the 
needs of persons with dementia, this is good for business. Less cluttered aisles, reduce the 
stimulants of lights, music and make eye contact. For the most part it was all about good 
customer service and a safe environment. All easy this we can do, as business owners, and an 
opportunity to tap into an underserviced consumer. 
 
 As the owner of a health and safety company that is a business service, the presentation 
resonated with me. Safety and mental health is a priority for the well-being of our workers and 
our customers. We moved to Bobcaygeon for the wellbeing of our workers and our customers. 
We moved to Bobcaygeon because of the lifestyle and a desire to step back in life a bit. There 
is great satisfaction in helping our customer and neighbor. I think with some effort and 
increased levels of good customer service the designation as a “dementia friendly community” 
will serve all of our businesses well. (Nancy Dunk, Manager, Dunk and Associates) 
 
4. A client called in to say that her mom lost the pin and she would like to have another one, as 
she finds that businesses are recognizing her mom as needing help and they are being more 
patient with her. (AS client) 
 
5. “I wasn’t a big believer in the program when I first heard about it, but after an incident that 
took place at the library, I am a firm believer.  A lady came into the library tired, hot and 
confused.  I gave her a drink and allowed her to sit.  That’s all it took for her to get her bearings 
back.” (Judy Meyer, Bobcaygeon Library) 
 
6. “Having the umbrella sticker on the fridge would alert us that there are people with dementia 
in the house who may have specific needs.  This is very helpful.” (Matt Beacock, City of 
Kawartha Lakes Firefighter) 
 
7. After an incident with my mom at the local bank, the bank has worked with us to create a 
plan that respects mom’s dignity and independence, but protects her also. (Client) 
 
8. “I went to the liquor store and was wearing the umbrella pin.  The girl there took me to the 
item I was looking for and looked after me.  I have never had better customer service.  I was 
treated like gold." (Larry Galea) 
 



 

 

 

 
9. “These people belong to our community, we would like to set aside special times where we 
make a point of  recognizing the unique needs of our customers who have dementia, by 
limiting distractions, and making the environment in the store more friendly for them.”  (Dave 
Lindsay, Owner, Purdy’s Jewellery Store) 
 
10. “We talk people out of repair work sometimes, because the work will cost more than the 
value of their car.  We are losing business, but are serving our community better.  It always 
pays off in the end. We have a good reputation in the community and want to keep it.  This 
program is needed in this community.” (Steve Smith, Manager, Edgetown Ford Dealership) 
 
11. “Mom had difficulty in the summer when it was hot.  Mom became disoriented and 
confused.  The store gave her water and calmed her down.  She remembered to tell them to 
call me.  The store has agreed to call us if it happens again and we will come and get mom.  
We want mom to be independent as long as possible and this program can help her do that.” 
(AS Client) 
 
12. Paul who is in support of the program and has been active in its implementation said this.  
“My independence will be supported. We have difficulties but we are not incapable.  The 
“Living Well with Dementia” program will help people with dementia to feel safe, to be 
supported in their independence and to have a positive experience in the community.  The 
program aims to promote understanding and awareness, as well as redefine the common 
perceptions of what dementia is.” (Paul O’Donohue)   
 
13. “If I am looking for a restaurant and I see that two have the umbrella decal in the window 
and two don’t, I am going to choose one of the ones who I know will support me and are 
looking out for my needs.” (Dyan Wellwood-Scriver) 
 
14. “I am not naïve or in denial about what a dementia diagnosis means for me /my family - 
incredibly scary, sad, and grossly unfair. But that is then -knowing then is looming on the 
horizon makes me all the more determined to have as much now time as possible.  I don't 
want to just wait /to exist - I truly believe that by adapting, making compromises and 
concessions, with the understanding, help and assistance of family, friends and the community 
it is indeed possible to live well with Dementia now.” (Dyan Wellwood-Scriver) 
 

 


